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Science gives us knowledge but not  
necessarily meaning. Art gives us  

meaning. And it’s meaning we respond  
to. It’s meaning that I care about. And so  
I became a journalist who finds stuff out 

and then paints narrative with words.



2. the real story is the ocean 



Why the ocean, why not the land? 
Because the ocean contains the switch of life. 
99% of the living space on the planet is in the 

ocean. Every second breath of oxygen we 
breathe comes from plankton in the ocean. 
Not only that, if everything on land were to 

die tomorrow, everything in the ocean would 
be fine. But if everything in the ocean were to 

die, everything on land would die too. 
And it hits me like a thunderbolt. 

The real story is the ocean.



3. evil troika: warm, breathless, and sour



warm

This much carbon dioxide in the  
atmosphere warms up the air, but it warms 
up the water too, and it’s killing the corals.  

80 per cent of of the corals in the  
Caribbean have died in the last 30 years, 
and it’s happening right across the world. 



breathless

Chemical runoff from farming causes the 
plants of the ocean to multiply...and as they 

decompose they use up all the oxygen in 
the water, sucking the breath from the sea.



sour

As the ocean becomes more acidic,
it becomes harmful to bones, teeth,  

and reefs; it’s hard for plankton 
to make their shells



4.               d                  e                      e                      p                             t                 i                  m                  e          



deep time 
 

Measuring the time of life on the planet; the 
changes in carbon levels; the concentration 

of hydrogen in the ocean (acidification)



The air hasn’t had this much carbon 
dioxide in 20 million years, the ocean hasn’t 

been this acidic in 55 million years. 
Humans like us have only been around for 

200,000 years. This change has only 
occurred in 270 years, since we started 

burning fossils. We call them fuels.



5. an unusual time in the planet’s history

In just 270 years, we’ve pushed the  
chemistry of the planet’s life-support  
system to places it hasn’t been in for  

millions and millions of years.

We have more carbon dioxide in the  
atmosphere than we’ve had for  

20 million years. And today, the ocean 
 is more acidic than it’s been for 65  

million years. When we weren’t here.  
When we didn’t exist.



6. write a new ending



We need to evolve away from the patterns 
that are killing us. Evolve toward patterns 

that might allow our species to persist, even 
thrive. What are the exact patterns? Part of 

the joy is that we get to figure that out.

Adapt and survive. 
It’s the essence of Darwin’s teachings and 

our species is really good at it. Write a new 
ending. Live to tell another tale.



we’re gonna need a soundtrack


